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How An S Corporation Avoids the Double Taxation
Incurred When Excessive Compensation Is Treated as

a Dividend
By Joseph R . Pozzuolo . Attorney (Pennsylvania), Senior Member of Joseph R.

Pozzuolo Associates, PC, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Paul G . Butler, Attorney
(Pennsylvania), Member of Joseph R. Pozzuolo Associates, PC, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

[¶ 1018] Recharacter nation of salaries as dividends by the Internal Revenue
Service ("IRS") is a dreaded tax problem sometimes encountered by closely held
business and professional corporations and their advisors. This article examines the
cause and effects of recharacterization of salaries as dividends by the IRS and
reviews one of the methods available for avoiding such a recharacterization
through an election to become an "S Corporation" under Subchapter S of Subtitle
A of the Internal Revenue Code . In addition, this article will provide a brief
explanation of the rules governing S Corporations and the tax consequences of
operating a business as an S Corporation .

GENERAL

The Internal Revenue Code provides a tax deduction for "all the ordinary and
necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any
trade or business."' Among the expenses deductible as "ordinary and necessary"
are a "reasonable allowance for salaries or other compensation for personal services
actually rendered ."' The words "reasonable" and "actually" provide the IRS with
the authority to recharacterize salaries in certain circumstances .

If the IRS feels that a salary paid by a corporation is either unreasonable or not
for services actually rendered it will disallow any deduction taken for the salary
under Sec. 162 . If the recipient of the disallowed salary is a shareholder of the
corporation, the disallowed salary deduction will be recharacterized as a distribu-
tion of the corporation's earnings and profits under Sec . 301, i .e ., as a dividend .'
The recharacterization problem is most common among closely held corporations
since salaries paid by larger, publicly held corporations are usually subject to public
pressure, shareholder and director scrutiny and arms length bargaining . Conse-
quently, such salaries generally survive a Sec. 162 review by the IRS . However,
such is not the case with closely held corporations since the shareholders are
usually the directors, officers and management team of the business or professional
practice.

Recharacterization is dreaded because the ultimate effect of the characterization
of salaries as dividends is double taxation . The corporation pays the tax upon its
income,' but receives no deduction for the dividend distribution. Further, the
recipient shareholder must include the dividend distribution in his or her gross
income.' For obvious reasons, this double taxation should be avoided, if possible .

REASONABLENESS OF SALARY

One way to avoid recharacter nation of salaries as dividends is for corporations
to pay only reasonable salaries for services actually rendered ; however, neither a
precise definition of reasonable salary nor a certain formula for determining a
reasonable salary exist . Like the "beyond a reasonable doubt" standard in criminal
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cases and the "reasonable person" standard in negligence cases, the reasonable
salary for purposes of Sec. 162 remains only an abstract concept, one that is
determined from the facts and circumstances of each particular case .' Moreover, a
salary is deductible only if it is paid with an intent to compensate for services
rendered .'

In determining whether a salary paid by a corporation is reasonable, the IRS first
compares the salary paid to the value of the services performed . The comparison is
factual and turns on the specific facts of each case.' Next, the IRS will look to such
variable factors as : (1) percentage of stock ownership of the salary's recipient ;' (2)
the presence of corporate profits and the absence of a dividend history ;1° (3) the
salary scale in the industry for like services;" (4) the recipient's contributions to the
profitability of the business ;" and (5) the qualifications of the recipient ."

In sum, based on the above authority, salary increases which are proportionate,
to stock ownership are evidence of dividend payments . The presence of large
profits, coupled with an absence of a dividend history, is evidence of dividends
disguised as salaries. Salaries which are higher than those paid by the industry in
general are considered evidence of dividends and are grounds for recharacteriza-
tion. However, a high salary, which has been paid to an exceptionally qualified
individual or an individual personally responsible for the sure-"% of a business is
less evidence of a dividend . Of course, the larger the number of variable factors
creating the appearance of dividends the stronger the grounds for recharacteriza-
tion of salaries as dividends and the disallowance of deductions for them .

. SERVICES ACTUALLY RENDERED

Sec. 162 allows a deduction only for services "actually rendered ." Some service
must be performed for the corporation before payment of a salary can be justified
as a deductible expenditure . Salaries may be paid for prior services" but they are
not deductible if for future services ." Salaries are deductible if paid to an individual
who has provided no services as long as the payment is on behalf of an individual
who has provided services, but made a valid assignment ." No deduction is allowed
a corporation for services provided a related corporation ." Also, no deduction is
allowed to closely held corporations whose shareholders in an attempt to split
income pay salaries to family members who perform no services .

S CORPORATION AS AN ALTERNATIVE

A closely held business or professional corporation which feels that its salary
deductions for income being paid to its shareholder(s) may be contested as either"unreasonable" or not for "services actually rendered" should consider being taxed
as an S Corporation as a method to avoid recharacterization.

S Corporation status affords a mechanism of certainty in avoiding double
taxation on corporate earnings through the recharacterization of salaries as
dividends. An S Corporation election, in essence, relieves a corporation of income
tax on its taxable income ." The S Corporation's income is treated much like the
income of a partnership, in that the shareholders consent to be taxed on their pro
rata share of the corporate income ." Additionally, S Corporations do retain many
of the non-tax benefits of an ordinary corporation, such as limited liability,
continuity of existence and transferability of interest, as well as many tax attributes
of an ordinary corporation affecting stock redemptions, liquidations, and reorgani-
zations."
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HOW S CORPORATIONS AVOID EXCESSIVE COMPENSATION PROBLEMS

An S Corporation passes its income through to its shareholders pro rata in
proportion to their ownership interest in the corporation" The corporation's
income retains its same character in the hands of the shareholders ." Since the
corporate income tax is eliminated so is the possibility of recharacterization of
salaries as dividends and the corresponding double taxation . Therefore, this is an
extremely important feature for closely held corporations with high corporate
profits who attempt to reduce their corporate income tax either through the
payment of high salaries, including bonuses, to shareholder-officer-employees or
the splitting of the income of the corporation through the payment of salaries
among family members of the shareholders for services not actually rendered .
Further, those closely held corporations who desire to split corporate income
among family members can legitimately achieve this goal by distributing stock to
family members in low income brackets who will be taxed on the corporate income
under the passthrough principle .

EXAMPLES

The following examples illustrate the potential tax savings that can result from
an election to be treated as an S Corporation :

A) EXAMPLE ONE.

X Corporation, an ordinary closely held Pennsylvania corporation
with only one shareholder, has taxable income of $1,500,000 in
1985, and will be taxed as follows :

1) Pennsylvania Corporate Net Income Tax :
1,500,000 x .095 (72 P .S. § 7402)

	

$142,500.00
2) Federal Corporate Income Tax :

I.R.C. § I1(a)

	

622,575.00
3) Minimum potential tax liability upon future distribu-

tion of accumulated earnings and profits either
through a liquidation or sale of corporate stock :
a) State Personal Income Tax ( .0235)

	

17,270.73
(72 P.S. 7302)

b) Federal Capital Gains Tax (.20)

	

146 985.00
$929,330.73

Therefore, maximum shareholder realization on corporate earnings
is $570,669.27 or 38 cents on the dollar .
NOTE: Corporation has undistributed earnings and profits of
$734,925. I.R.C. § 531 places this amount, less $250,000 at risk . If
the IRS can prove any amount of it is beyond the reasonable needs
of the business and constitutes accumulated taxable income, they
will impose a staggering penalty .
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Same as example TWO but IRS disallows deduction for $450,000
of shareholder's salary, claiming $300,000 is the most compensa-
tion which can be characterized as reasonable, thereby increasing
X Corporation's taxable income to $1,200,000 .
NOTE: Pennsylvania bases its corporate net income tax on federal

taxable income so an amended return would have to be
filed for Pennsylvania as well ; without considering interest
and penalties created by the disallowance, the final tax
consequences are :

1) Pennsylvania Corporate Net Income Tax

	

$114,000.00
2) Federal Corporate Income Tax

	

484,360.00
3) Minimum potential tax liability upon future distribu-

tion of accumulated earnings and profits (reduced by
dividends paid deduction of I .R.C. §561)
a) State Personal Income Tax

	

$ 3,563.54
b) Federal Capital Gains Tax

	

30,328.00
4) Tax on $300,000 salary and $450,000 dividend distri-

bution:
a) Pennsylvania

	

17,625.00
b) Federal

	

347 587.40
Total Tax Liability

	

$997463.94

Therefore, shareholder realizes $502,536 .06 on corporate earnings
or 33.5 cents on the dollar.

B) EXAMPLE TWO:
Same as ONE but corporation pays its sole shareholder a salary of

1)
$750,000. The tax consequences are :
Pennsylvania Corporate Net Income Tax $ 71,250.00

2) Federal Corporate Income Tax 292 725.00
Total Corporate Income Tax $363,975.00

3) Minimum potential tax liability upon future distribu-
tion of accumulated earnings and profits :
a) State Personal Income Tax ( .0235) 9,071 .58
b) Federal Capital Gains Tax (.20) 77,205.00

4) Tax liability of shareholder for salary :
(Married, filing jointly)
a) Pennsylvania 17,625.00
b) Federal 347,587.50

Total Tax Liability S815464.08

C)

Therefore, shareholder realizes $684,535 .92 on corporate earnings
or 46 cents on the dollar .

EXAMPLE THREEE•
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D) EXAMPLE FOUR:
Earnings are $1,500,000 but, X Corporation, Inc. has made an
election to be treated as an S Corporation, thereby eliminating the
corporate net income tax. Pennsylania enacted an "5" Corporation
Statute effective for tax years beginning in 1984 (72 P .S. § 7307) .
The tax consequences are :

1) Pennsylvania Personal Income Tax

	

$ 35,250.00
2) Federal Personal Income Tax 	713,400.00

Total Tax Liability

	

$748,650.00

Therefore, shareholder realizes $751,350 or 50 cents per dollar .

As the above examples illustrate, an election to be taxed as an S Corporation in
the proper situation can provide an effective method to reduce taxes significantly .
The tax savings are most dramatic for businesses which risk double taxation due to
excessive compensation or salaries for services not actually rendered . In example
FOUR above, S Corporation status provided a tax saving of nearly a quarter of a
million dollars from the case involving double taxation . Even without double
taxation, the example FOUR S Corporation election provided a tax saving of
nearly $181,000 dollars over the example ONE ordinary corporation status where
all of the corporate earnings were retained .

S CORPORATION REQUIREMENTS

A corporation becomes an S Corporation by filing an election under Sec .
1362(a)?' An election must be made with the unanimous consent of all the
corporation's shareholders." An election made on or before the 15th day of the
third month of the corporation's taxable year will be retroactive to the first day of
the taxable year?' Once the election is made it is effective until either terminated or
revoked." An S Corporation may have only 35 shareholders ." It is for this reason
that S Corporations are frequently referred to as "small business corporations ." In
addition, shareholders must either be individuals (other than non-resident aliens)"
or certain estates or trusts ."

An S Corporation may have only one class of stock ;" however, differences in
voting rights among common stockholders do not create another class of stock ."
An S Corporation election may be revoked only if the majority of the shareholders
consent to the revocation ." A revocation made on or before the 15th day of the
third month of the corporation's taxable year is effective on the first day of such
year." A revocation after the aforementioned day will be effective the first day of
the next year."

The S Corporation election can be terminated involuntarily if it becomes an
ineligible corporation by (1) a transfer of its stock to an ineligible shareholder ;" (2)
acquiring 80% or more of another active corporation's stock ;" (3) the corpora-
tion's business activities make it an ineligible corporation ;" (4) having passive
investment income exceeding 25% of its gross receipts for three consecutive years
and it has Subchapter C earnings and profits at the close of each of the taxable
years ." A termination may be deliberate or it may be inadvertent. However, it is
effective on the date of such event ." The Commissioner has the authority to set
aside any terminations which he considers inadvertent, provided remedial action is
taken by the shareholders .0
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CONCLUSION

The greatest problem with an election under Subchapter S is the extremely
technical nature of the statute . It contains many surprises and traps for unwary
taxpayers and their advisors . In addition, the courts generally demand strict
compliance with the statute. Consequently, skilled and readily available tax advice
is a must for any business or professional corporation considering an election as an
S Corporation.

If your corporation is facing or will face in the future, the possible recharacteri-
zation of salaries as unreasonable or not for services rendered, you should consider
an election under Subchapter S . However, you should first consult a tax lawyer and
Certified Public Accountant before making the actual election .
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